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About Us
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Ink is Black. Paper is White. Issues are mostly Grey because they exhibit 
thoughts of our grey matter. Hence, our name. Worry not, our thoughts 
and words are colourful.  

BLACK | Grey | WHITE is an online Magazine which plans to launch an 
Issue every month.  

Our magazine is a montage of poetry, write-ups, illustrations, artworks and 
just about anything. We aim to spread positivity through awareness and 
gain experience along with it. 

Feel free to submit whatever you want to. We encourage all types of 
submissions. 

You can read check out our Blog to join our team or read the submission 
guidelines or just to support us. 

Blog: www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Facebook: BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine 

Thank you for supporting us! 

Thank you for believing in us! 

Love 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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Greetings, Readers! 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Either write something worth reading or do something 
worth writing.” 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to kill two birds with one stone. We are a magazine filled 
with some amazing people willing to use our talent to leave our mark on the world or at 
least, those who read our magazine. Even if a single person who reads what we write and 
portray is impacted, we will have done something amazing. Thus, we will have contributed 
to a cause greater than ourselves. 

The power that the youth hold is so strong that it can be used to create impact that the 
other generations could not create. In recent years, we have noticed that the youth have 
stepped out of the comfort zones that previous generations were not able to step out of 
because of certain reasons. But given the resources and ideas that we have access to, a lot 
can be done to create a positive impact on this world if we put our minds to it. 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to be a magazine and a platform accessible to everyone. We 
encourage all types of talents and expressions of thoughts.  

As the Editor-In-Chief, it is my job to make sure that every form of Art, be writing or 
photography, has the desired effect over the reader and that our message is conveyed in a 
way that is appreciated by everyone. I aim to make this as impactful as I can by using my 
own thoughts and creativity to make it a success. 

Hoping that whatever we do is appreciated and we thank everyone for their support. 

Thank you for believing in us!

From the Editor’s Desk



Saleha Siddiqui 
Founder and Editor-In-Chief

From the Editor’s Desk
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A very warm welcome to all you readers! 

We are very excited to bring forth the latest issue of our magazine and are grateful to 
everyone taking out time to read it. 

Through BLACK | Grey | WHITE, we aim to reach the youth and spread positive 
vibes and awareness by gathering and creating content that many people could relate 
to. We aim to promote reading and understanding each other’s viewpoints through 
written thoughts, to create sparks of curiosity and wonder through art and poetry, 
just to touch your heart and revive the beauty of expression in this manner.  
In our busy lives, I believe, if we take out time to read a little, appreciate art and try 
to understand the power of emotions through poetry, we might strike a chord 
somewhere, find a place of sense and peace of mind, and a stage which could create 
a powerful impact upon our developing minds in the most fun and accessible way 
possible. 

Thomas Merton rightly says that “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves 
at the same time”.  

We created this platform to promote bright and colourful ideas in the grey matter of 
our brains, and through this we aim to tap into new understandings, explore 
ambiguities and to meet new people who are equally enthusiastic about art. 

Being the Editor-In-Chief, I want to do my best to convert my ideas into a reality and 
through your support, we will keep creating better content in the future and 
discovering a lot of untapped potential.  

Happy reading! 



BGW Minis
BGW Minis are a 4-5 Line Stories, Proses or Poems based around a word. These 
are the best ones submitted by our team.

Word: SISTER

Every si
ngle whisper I h

ear 

The sigh of a lullaby, I f
ear 

You sang your song with a smile 

You cared for me from miles 

I am a shadow of your spirite
d soul 

I laugh at your fall, and your M
onroe mole 

For yo
u are not my unsung hero 

You are my fri
end, my sh

e-ro. 

Hashmat Naiyareen
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 I sa
t th

ere in the garden alone 

Watching the wind rip apart th
e leaves fro

m 

the trees 

I sat th
ere reminiscin

g the memories of 

summer days 
 

And laughter of my clo
sed ones 

I have been in a war with myself in
 a long tim

e 

but 

Oh autumn , in
 your embrace I re

ndezvous 

with peace this ti
me.

I heard stories about simplicity, 
extremity, and stolen memories, 
being whispered by leaves 
fluttering through the Autumn 
winds.

Sumaiya Rizvi 

Manya Chaudhary

Autumn leaves crunched beneath the soles 

of my feet. 

Red, orange, yellow canopies passed over 

my head. 

But I noticed nothing. 

My mind was wound up in selfish matters: 

money, family. 

Adulthood had wrenched away every trace 

of imagination from me. 

I couldn't find beauty in simple things 

anymore.

Devanshi Gupta
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Word: AUTUMN



Hashmat Naiyareen

The subtlety of life 
The insinuating warmth 

The lifeless music 
Rhythms speaking  loud 

At the moulding of the arch 
When the sky is not blue 

The sun not yellow 
When the only ecstasy is the 

cold 
Wet rain pouring  down  your 

face; 
Its droplets leaving their traces 
Crystal clear, embalmed with 

the chill 
Crusted with a transparency.  

Dusty faces impregnate the pure 
blob 

Malign it's existence, left aloof.  
Devoid of structure,  
Aren't we the same?  

Unpolluted while reaching the 
ground 

Insanity and bewilderment part of us 
Not judged, lucent expressions 

Only before we pat the layer of earth.  
Carving our name, a tedious task 

Left parched, panted, yet unafraid we 
are 

The stings of life know where to prick 
They know the time 

Your moment of weak 
They crisp your bones, lifeless bones 
Tethered architecture of the mind 
You have no will, all wings aside 
Wood and ashes, sore you lay.  

Cast your shadow in a whimsical tune 
Ignite that lifeless bone you own 
A fire is caught in your sleeves 
Let it burn, burn the outer you 

The figure you made  
For this transitory phase called world 

Paint it down, like a graffiti  
Uncage, unlearn, untether, unwind.  

Looking For Structure

16



Dark Aey
Devanshi Gupta

Just keep one step in front of another. 
No, he isn’t looking. 
She tottered on in her short clothes, 
Her hair flowing till her waist in curls, 
Her feet inside pointed heels. 

The alley was devoid of much activity. 
The sun had descended behind an 
expanse of clouds. 
Trees stood still like sentries. 
I’m just being paranoid. 
But was she really? 

There, leaning against a car 
Stood an unkempt man, 
One hand in his jeans, 
The other holding a phone. 
Is he staring at me? 

He probably wasn’t. 
He could be just minding his own 
business. 
But she couldn’t push back the terror 
gnawing at her. 
I shouldn’t have let my hair out. 
Did I really have to wear this dress? 

She adjusted her hair nervously. 
No, you’re showing your armpits. 
The alley seemed to stretch on forever. 
Her heel slipped on a stone. 
She fell with a gasp, her fear more 
palpable than ever. 

The man advanced. 
She wanted to scream 
But it was stuck inside her throat. 
She was afraid 
Of becoming another headline. 

I should have stayed home. 
I should have never agreed to go to this party. 
The man loomed above her. 
Her finger hovered 
On the Call Dad option on her phone. 

He bent down 
And gave her a hand. 
Shivering, she took it. 
He asked, ‘Are you OK?’ 
In a sophisticated voice. 

Nervously, she nodded. 
‘Do you need help getting anywhere?’ 
A place where I can walk on the road 
without fear. 
She shook her head 
And moved past. 

Her head whirled around with thoughts. 
She was sick of the dark alley 
That everyday life had become. 
Do I live in a free country? 
The answer surprised her. 
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Juvairiah Khan

Art Journal #4
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His hair was up and messy, two kinds of 
Palmade and a mirror every other hour 
ensuring he didn’t look  
like the kind of dude who does his hair.  
It was flawless, 
an oaksheen-crown adorning a pale face.  
His eyes were like ship bows  
slowly receding behind the keef and 
thickening defeat; a fog inside and out.  
Slouched 
on the floor  
in the corner of a stranger's apartment,  
he was no more  
than a vintage flannel gazing at the stains in 
the carpet,  
a hand in his pocket compulsively thumbing 
the keys  
that shared his jeans  
with a few crumpled dollars.  
The party continued around him.  
There was no laughter, just the sound 
of new wave ambiance,  
  
some slow beat electronic trance that you'd 
have to be high 
to enjoy.  
He was high. 
He didn't care for it.  
He missed  
being a kid  
when there was nothing to make except to 
make  
someone laugh, 
and there was nothing to be  
but laughing.  
 

Now everyone's trying to be something, 
to be  
successful,  
to be  
part of it , or worse, 
to be it ; 
some original  
version of the next big thing.  
So much pressure to make money, or 
make  
love, or make  
a career, or make  
a family, or make connections  
. 
Fucking connections .  
That word used to mean something 
different, when a party just meant a 
buddy 
and a buddy was anybody laughing too,  
when there were one room adventures, 
real adventures, 
pirates in the living-room,  
and there were always hands  
(hands that weren’t his hands) there to 
worry about his hair.  
He thought of those hands, 
his mother’s, his aunt's, 
soft from the water in the sink, 
sending him back, newly neat, to the 
couch to play on the high seas.  
Did he miss them or was it respect?  
Missing hurts, 
but at least, even if it was his pain, 
someone else had to earn it.  
Respect takes work. 
He wanted to avoid that.  
A key scraped his finger. He forget about 
it all- deep into the fog.  
Dressed in thrift. 
Drifting away in another man’s work 
shirt.  
If he seemed mean, it was only the apathy.  
This was the only type of callous that a 24 
year old in the city could earn.  

Caous
Jess Adams
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My Man
Jess Adams

I never let you make me cum. 
Cum is for the animals.  
This is not that . this  
is craft.  
this , 
the deconstruction of a man 
back to primal,  
this  
takes the hand of a god.  
A study in i am enough. 
A study in bored curiosity . 
A study in skill slain boredom . 
A study in both 
pawns  
and my own unwanting .  
What could you do for me, 
you animal, 
you breath and dripping clay in 
my palm? What could you do for 
me?  
Make love?  
Sure, my man, 
let's call it making love  
if you need to name things.  
Man loves to name things. Man 
loves to name things I've made 
for him.  
I gave that to you, the naming.  

I gave that to you in the garden.  
It was the only thing you took 
with you when you left.  
You left. Yes,  
let's call it making love. Let's call it 
making  
like you make dust  
from the death of your skin.  
But why am i really here, you 
beast? Since you left,  
paradise cannot be described.  
It contains multitudes, but only 
one name. 
the only name  
I've ever, myself, given. A mans 
name.  
To you, 
my man, 
paradise is many things  
but to a god, paradise  
is just this.  
One name  

21



From Jess’ Inagram
someday the hole that they left in 
you  
will be  
the place that some other love calls 

i have feelings in me  
that even i can’t relate to.  

Winter, in Boston, 
listening to ‘Cherry Wine,’ 
somehow there was warmth.  

we are mostly water.  
it’s no wonder we sometimes drown  
inside ourselves.  

i’m cracked and i’m beaten  
but i still own my pieces  
so i still  
got something to lose.  

one glass of wine a day  
is good for a healthy heart. a broken 
heart, however,  
requires the whole damn bottle  

i never  
want to learn how to say your name 
without smiling.  

they call sadness blue, depression, 
though, is not blue. it is mute. it is 
grey. understand, when they call it 
darkness, it is only dark 
the way blindness is dark. 
depression is not  
some jagged thing.  it is the aching joints  

in your throbbing hands making it 
seem easier  
to not touch 
even the things you love.  

22
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@jessadamsgrams



Q&A with  
Jess Adams

1. WHEN AND WHERE WERE YOU BORN? 
I was born in Niagara Falls, New York, the United States in 1987.  

2. WHAT IS YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND?  
I went to Baldwin-Wallace Conservatory of Music for my Bachelors. I studied 
Theatre and Music Composition. Then, after spending a few years in New 
York City acting, I realised that it wasn’t the life I wanted for myself. I was 
intensely unhappy, and writing was one of the only things that made me feel 
connected to the man I wanted to become, so I left my life behind in New 
York City, moved to Boston where I studied Songwriting at Berklee.  

3. WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING?  
I’m in Nashville, trying to make my way as a songwriter, writing for myself and 
other artists. There’s no lack of people to write for in this town. I love that 
about Nashville.  

4. APART FROM WRITING, WHAT ARE YOUR OTHER INTERESTS? 
If I’m not writing, then I’m probably reading, or fanboying over some band 
while sitting on the back porch. I think the best conversations I’ve ever had 
have happened on porches. I also love going out to the movies. I don’t mean 
watching Netflix. There’s something about actually leaving your home and 
driving to a movie theatre and going inside to sit in this vast dark room that 
feels like dropping all of your troubles outside for a few hours.  

5. HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD YOUR INSTAGRAM PAGE? 
This, November it will have been three years since I started my  
@jessadamsgram account. 

Manavi Kunwar and Saleha Siddiqui 
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6. WHEN DID YOU START WRITING AND WHAT INSPIRED YOU?  
I found my love for poetry pretty late. I always loved lyrics, so when I left 
Berklee at 27, I was looking for a way to get better at writing lyrics, so I 
decided to explore poetry as a sort of songwriting exercise. I hoped that I 
would gain better control of subtle rhyme schemes, instead of the basic 'end 
rhymes' that happen so often in songs. I wanted to explore internal rhymes, 
assonance, rhythmic patterns, and more subtle forms of structure. If I'm 
honest, I didn’t expect to fall in love with Poetry the way I did. I know that's 
not romantic, but it's true. Now, it’s a massive part of my life. I probably 
spend just as much time writing poetry as I do writing songs. I need them 
both to feel artistically fulfilled.  

7. WHO IS YOUR FAVOURITE AUTHOR AND YOUR FAVOURITE 
INSTAGRAM WRITER?  
My favourite Poet is Jericho Brown. Everything he writes is dripping with 
this sacred realism that resonates with me. I also adore Andrea Gibson, who 
is doing vital and potent work in the Spoken Word genre.  
As far as IG Poets go, there are two accounts that I never miss a chance to 
read when a new post pops up. @PatrickJRamsay, who doesn’t post on 
Instagram that often, but what he lacks in quantity he makes up for in 
quality. His pieces are full of raw emotion, thoughtful reflection, and 
polished craft. I have a great deal respect for him. The second is @joey_zarn 
who, to me, is the pinnacle of creativity on Instagram. He can frame the 
nuances of a moment with such fresh and original observations that it not 
only sucks me in but allows me to see it from behind his eyes and inside his 
mindset without explaining anything at all. In the end, that’s what great 
poetry does.  
Both of those accounts are doing something incredibly refreshing in the IG 
sphere, where the majority of posts are overwrought with hyperbole and 
basic philosophy masquerading as poetry. I can be guilty of that at times. I 
love a good epigram and aphorism. They're my weakness. If it feels original, 
then I don't mind it, but it can all feel a little Pinterestesque at times. There 
are days that it seems everyone is saying the same things in the same way. It's 
a real problem that I think we need to address as a community. 
@PatrickJRamsay and @joey_zarn give me hope.  



8. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN PUBLISHED OR HAVE YOU EVER 
THOUGHT OF WRITING A BOOK?  
I am unpublished. I had an opportunity a while back, but for some messy and 
unfortunate reasons, it fell through. The good news is that that unfortunate 
situation lit a fire under my ass and I’ve been working on the book ever since. 
I like to take time with these things. Let them shift and rest. I want to make 
sure the book feels like a cohesive work and not just a collection of pieces I 
threw together. After my indie-folk album is released this spring, the book is 
my next priority.  

9. WHAT IS YOUR WRITING PROCESS LIKE?  
Now that I’m in Nashville things are slower paced, and there is a lot more 
natural beauty and fresh air, I do a lot of writing on the my back porch with 
my earbuds in. When I lived in NYC and Boston I would go for long aimless 
walks most nights by myself through the city streets with my headphones in. I 
love listening to music when I write. It helps me get lost and stay focused all at 
the same time. I keep playlists of songs that help me write and add to them as 
I find more. It’s a lot of folk, ambient indie pop, and film scores.  
I use Evernote on my phone religiously. I don’t know what I would do 
without it. I take notes in it continuously throughout the day. It was a 
convenient process when I was walking around the city, and I couldn’t stop 
and write something in a notebook. The habit stuck with me when I left. Now 
when I sit down to write at night, I have my yellow legal pad and navy blue 
pen, and I pull up my Evernote on my phone for inspiration. I’ll edit with pen 
and paper then I’ll type it on my typewriter before it goes out on Instagram.  

10. WHAT IS THE ONE THING, EMOTION, OR FEELING WHICH 
YOU CAN WRITE ABOUT AT ANY TIME?  
I think it’s most natural for me to write anthemic themes of debauchery. I 
love taking something as ordinary as drinking and getting high with friends 
and highlighting that sense of brotherhood that comes with it or that larger 
than life feeling you get when the high hits. I have a tattoo on my left wrist 
that says “With these hands, I carve an urban psalm.” and it’s a reminder of 
why I write. I always want to be finding the sacredness in ordinary everyday 
moments.  
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11. WHAT HAS BEEN THE HIGHEST POINT IN YOUR LIFE?  
About a year ago I was in a cabin in the mountains of Vermont recording my 
first album. It was was a once in a lifetime experience. You only get to have one 
first album. A massive portion of the record was crowdfunded by the Instagram 
writing community making it all the more poignant for me. It made me feel 
connected to this vast creative circuit. I will never forget it.  

12. WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST DIFFICULT OBSTACLE ON YOUR 
JOURNEY TILL NOW?  
I struggle with mental illness. There were times in my life where my depression 
and anxiety made it impossible to do much of anything other than hide. 
Finding a way to use my mental health as fuel for my writing was one of the 
hardest things I've ever forced myself to do. No  
one wants to admit to themselves that they aren’t well, let alone admit it to 
thousands of strangers, but the more honest I was about it, the more it became 
clear that other people had the same struggle. Suddenly, I didn’t feel so alone. 
It's incredibly uncomfortable trying to turn your mode of isolation into a 
conduit for connection. It feels safer to hide. 
  
13. YOU MOSTLY EXPRESS YOURSELF IN QUOTES AND SHORT 
POETRY. DO YOU WRITE IN OTHER STYLES AS WELL?  
That’s only because of the limitation of the medium. Writing for Instagram is 
very different than writing for print or doing a spoken word recording, the way 
a youtube video is different from a tv show which is different from a movie. 
Each medium has its restrictions, and those limits dictate the way we tailor our 
craft to the outlet. Take music on vinyl for example. A standard Vinyl record 
can only hold about 22 minutes of music on each side. This restriction dictated 
the length of what we know consider to be an album. I take a similar approach 
to Instagram because the size of the photo is static, that means that the more 
words there are, the smaller the font and the harder it is to read. I try to write 
short pieces to fit the form. Writing for Instagram isn’t just writing then taking 
a picture of that writing. I like to honour whatever medium I’m working in, 
and in doing so, hopefully, I can make it as effective as it can be. It’s also really 
fulfilling for me to explore large ideas with a sense of brevity. It requires me to 
think of what I say and how I say them because, on IG, you can’t ramble to 
make your point (like I can in this Q&A). I think songwriting has really helped 
me in that regard. In songwriting, you write a whole bunch and then cut the 
worst 90% of it. 



That being said, I do love writing long-form pieces. A great deal of my IG posts 
are just small sections of longer pieces, but the philosophy remains the same. 
Most of my favourite poems from other writer are long form. I started the 
hashtag #longformfriday as a way to celebrate the often overlooked longer 
pieces. When I put together a book of poetry, I won’t put any limitations on 
the length of the pieces other than what the piece itself dictates.  

14. WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN 5 YEARS?  
I’d love to be touring. Hopefully, this 1st album goes well. I’d like to have at 
least a book and perhaps a 2nd album out by that time. I added a spoken word 
piece at the end of this 1st album. I’m trying to incorporate spoken word 
poetry into my live concerts. Being able to share my art with people in person 
would be an absolute thrill. Honestly though, so long as I’m still living a 
creative life, I’ll be content.  

15. WOULD YOU LIKE TO GIVE ANY TIPS TO YOUNG WRITERS?  
That one’s difficult. I’m hardly an authority, but I’d say, if you want to be 
effective with your writing, stop using the words “chaos” “madness” “darkness” 
“galaxy” etc. That's by no means a rule; it's just one of my pet peeves. They’re 
beautiful words but overused, and often they’re used only in hyperbole, so they 
don’t carry the punch that they once did. Too many young writers use 
hyperbole as a substitution for having something to say. They haven’t learned to 
trust the subtlety of their own experience. They shouldn’t feel the need to turn 
their truth into a piece of melodrama. They’ll find that people connect with 
the simple moments, even the simple moments of huge subjects like depression 
or love. Choose a small moment and engage with your senses. SHOW me what 
a moment looks like. Don’t TELL me. Otherwise, all of these broad grand 
statements start not to feel real, and they begin to look like caricatures of 
emotions instead of the emotions themselves, which, I assume, is the opposite 
of their intent. Also, I genuinely believe that to become a good writer it’s 
important to consume a lot of great writers. Read and read a lot. This is advice 
I'm trying to take myself. I still have so much farther to go. Hopefully, the 
learning never stops. Don’t just read your peers on IG. You should be 
consuming mass amounts of older poets in many different styles. That’s how 
you find your original voice. If you are only reading poetry on Instagram, you’ll 
only be creating more of the same. You won’t be able to contribute something 
new to the creative conversation when the time comes. And finally, and most 
importantly, don’t write for “likes”... write for the love of writing.  



Moments
Sagarika 
Debnath













About Atlantis

So the other day I was watching a documentary on Nat Geo, about Atlantis. So 
those of you don't know what's Atlantis is. Let me bring you up-to speed. 

Apparently Atlantis was a city on an island, which seems to have existed about 
11,500 years ago. The islands were in form of five concentric circles, connected 
to each other with bridges that connect to a central island which had a huge 
temple. They were believed to be the most advanced civilisations to ever exist. 
And one fine day, they just simply disappeared. Poof! Gone. Just like that. What 
happened back then, we'll get at it later. But there's some other important 
things to look at first. Through the history, there's no mention of Atlantis 
anywhere, except by the Greek Philosopher, Plato. He lived about 2500 years 
ago and said that Atlantis existed 9000 years before him. That's how we get 
11,500 years from. 

So what did Plato mention about Atlantis? He mentioned that it was a naval 
power and it attacked Athens. Athens repels the attacks. He mentioned Atlantis 
as the bad guy. Thus, Gods get angry due to their behaviour and decide to 
submerge them in the Atlantic ocean. 

Now the people living over there, as I mentioned earlier, were pretty advanced. 
They had a life span of 800 years and had control over natural elements, such as 
the wind, tide, storms etc. Architecture wise, something that we cannot even 
imagine that could've existed way back then. Buildings as high as three storeys 
made entirely of rock and mud, having big windows, and flush toilets. Also they 
were earthquake resistant and are built on the same principles that Japanese use 
to make their building earthquake proof today. Flush toilets on third floors, 
11,500 years back, earthquake proof architecture? Heck! We were able to invent 
them only a few hundred years back. What were you up to Atlanteans! Were 
you even real? 

Vrishabh Patel
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Which brings us to the next question. Why did only one guy seemed to have known 
it? Why no mention of them anywhere else? If the Atlanteans were so advanced why 
didn't they write about themselves which could've been found by us like we did about 
every other civilisation that we know about. 

Well, that has to do a lot with the way they were gone from the face of the earth. 
There were a series of natural calamities. Volcanic eruption, followed by earthquakes 
and tsunamis as high as 800 feet. Now this sounds a lot familiar with what happened 
to the Minoans. They were another super advanced civilisation that existed at about 
the same time as the Atlanteans. Minoans were a naval power too and highly 
advanced as the Atlanteans. They lived on an island too. But their island had a 
volcano which erupted at around second millennium BC and is believed to be one of 
the biggest volcanic explosions to be have recorded on earth ever. Entire mountain 
exploded with the volcano and the eruption resulted in ejection of a total of 60 cubic 
kilometres of rocks being thrown up in the sky. The explosion went on for days and 
entire atmosphere was covered with ash and several parts of Earth went into, let's say 
a mini ice age. 

The explosion was as big as an explosion of a million atomic bombs going off at once 
and the air which blew with the shockwave was so hot that whoever came in contact 
with it just disintegrated into dust. Scary, isn’t it? 

Now the location: Plato mentions Atlantis being somewhere near the "Pillars of 
Hercules”. Open the map and there's no Pillars of Hercules around. Now that's 
because it's what the people at his time used to call the entrance of Strait of Gibraltar 
where there were legit pillars standing. But what happened to Minoans and the 
structure of their island and the timeline they existed in and the way they 
disappeared? Some say Plato was referring to Minoan Islands when he spoke about 
Atlantis. 

There's a lot of blurry lines around. We cannot exactly reach a conclusion on what's 
true and what's not. But one thing that we know for sure is, something existed. 
Something was there. Something bigger than you and me, something bigger than all 
of us combined. Who knows where we would have been if they weren't destroyed like 
that. 
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Ulysses 
Iuration
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Dear Society

It's been long since childhood left me. 
Teenage brought you along to look after me. 
It's been long that I've been observing your 
attempts, 
And so, here I take a minute to notify how 
you shaped me. 

I love you for checking my diet, 
When I went too careless and became obese. 
Saying that no one will love a fat girl like 
me, 
It helped to cage my wish to freely eat. 

I love you for looking after my dresses, 
When you said my parents were careless to 
allow me to wear shorts. 
Saying that they make me look inviting, 
It helped a lot to snatch my will.  

I love you for telling me that I should 
respect my elders, even, 
When they try to touch me in every 
indecent place possible. 
Saying that our morals don't allow us to 
shout back at elders, 
It helped  to make me become morally good 
by spoiling my soul. 

Shreya Gupta

I love you for teaching me how to use 
makeup, 
When I was too happy in my own natural 
skin. 
Saying that no one will marry a dark girl 
like me, 
Really, it helped a lot to hate my body. 

I love you for showing me the limitations of 
my dreams, 
When everyone in my family taught me 
that sky is the limit. 
Saying that earning more will make me less 
adjusting with my husband, 
It helped a lot to achieve things and still be 
dependent. 

I love you for staying there always, with 
your measurements, 
Deciding the length of my skirt, the colour 
of dresses, and even their size. 
You really have helped me a lot in every 
possible way, 
But now it has become tiring to see you 
working so much. 

Dear society, I feel I'm grown up enough to 
be left on my own, 
To decide what to wear and how to wear, 
To decide who should love me and why. 
So gladly, I'd now like to take over. 
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When I S You
Manya Chaudhary

It's in these moments, 
When the wind feels, 

Heavier than my heart. 
After I've made you grieve 
And regret being in love. 
When your fingers lack  

The marks my lips should've left. 
When your eyes turn away 

Before they pour out on me, 
When my heaving chest 

Frequents the closure of dreams 
Just to restart my heartbeat, 

When my laughter gets trapped 
In the middle of my throat... 
Then I know understanding 
Has tasted your tongue and  
Placed every connotation I 

have of you exposed, on display. 
And no matter how many times  

You stop me from reaching the sky, 
How many falls I take, 

However far distance seems between  
these words and our next goodbye, 
Know that I'll always choose love, 

I'll always choose you. 
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Aiman Wahab

From @a_word_weaver

1. Dear fate, 
You'll change. 
Yours sincerely, 
Prayers. 

2. I often cheat on my mind and let my heart write 
what I never intended to share. 

3. Make a move if you feel you are at, not at peace. 

4. Helplessness breeds insanity. 

5. Each time cigarettes kissed his lips, she lost her breath. 

6. Ask yourself as you walk on your way, 
 are you moving ahead or moving away? 

7. "Who's perfect?" asked the heart. 
"The one who's ahead than the rest of the best", suggested the mind. 
"It can be both, veg or non-veg”, declared the stomach. 

8. If you think you're an angel, what are you doing on earth?  
If you think you're a devil, why do you have a heart? 

9. When words hit like bullets, change begins. 

10. You can't love without the risk of getting wounded. 
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I have walked for ten long hours 
Counting the thorns and looking for the Stars, 
Tasting the fruits, some sweet some sour, 
Life taught me to look far; 

Ten long hours and I saw the innocent giggles, 
Broken teeth yet beautiful smiles, 
I saw the mud becoming their food and a game 
they loved without thinking about any 
particular name; 

Passing through the valley in the Spring, 
I saw the colours turn into a different ring, 
Laughs became less than an emotion 
And love, life's just another motion; 

But that was just an hour when the ways turned, 
Beauty, under the shining Sun, again evolved, 
The grey struck the notes of the universe 
And I listened to that pacific verse; 

I walked for ten long hours, 
Somewhere I had, somewhere I lost the powers, 
I saw the rain turn into clouds and days into 
seasons 
When this world taught me life's several 
reasons. 

Ten Long Hours
Tanvi Taparia
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Sanjana Kabadi 

Do You Remember?

What do you remember when you think of me? 
What do you remember each time you see? 

Do you remember our first ‘hey'? 
My fingers trembled thinking what else to say. 

Do you remember that first smile, 
The one that made me blush awhile? 

Do you remember the first time we kissed, 
The one during which a few heartbeats I missed? 

Do you remember whispering my name, 
As a good luck charm between your game? 

Do you remember the first fight, 
The time I spent to prove I was right? 

Do you remember the first look of my eyes? 
Do you remember all the sweet poisoned lies? 

What do you remember when you think of me, 
What we were or what we could be? 

What do you remember when you hear me laugh, 
The way we looked into each others eyes in every 

photograph? 
What exactly you remember, will I ever know? 
Do you even think of me, or is it just a show? 

I wish I could read your eyes like before, 
Lose myself in those oceans without a shore. 
What do you remember, please tell me now, 
Because darling, the only thing I remember, 

is my last goodbye to my first love. 
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SUBMISSIONS
Contributors: 

Areeba Ansari 
Shiza Chaudhary 

Manan Singh 
Foadd Khan 

Netra Narang 
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Nature Art
Shiza Choudhary
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September is still young with its crimson-crispy-evenings.  
Reclining to my college field's bench, 

I look earnestly at the electric pole.  
I'm baffled by the indigo dark before dawn. 

The beautiful light on the grass below is  
curled with texture and  

with a distinct melancholy shadow  
like that of a timid goat, standing transfixed.  

The young boys with  
their nimble fingers grasp volleyball  

like clouds hold cold-yellow-shifting sun.  
The facade of college is silent in the wind,  

The birds chirp with decency.  
Later when winds will shift to the core of my grief 

And my world shifts from here to there 
I'll know this wind won't become home. 

 Foadd Khan

September
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Colours in  
the Sky
Netra Narang
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“Less Is More” 
Artworks
Manan Singh
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Beautiful 
Moments 
Areeba Ansari
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Submission Guidelines 
We accept submissions of all sorts. Articles, Poetry, 
Photography, Comic Strips, Artworks, literally 
anything. We encourage all topics apart from Politics 
because it can cause conflict and we aim to spread 
positivity. 

To submit to us, send us an email on 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com with the subject as 
SUBMISSION: *Category*. For example, if you want 
to submit an artwork, the subject will be 
SUBMISSION: Artwork. 

We promise get back to you within two weeks and if 
we cannot publish your piece in our issue, we 
guarantee a feedback. 

For queries, contact us: 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Check out our Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine

mailto:contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com
http://www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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Thank you for believing in us!

For details or queries, contact us: 

contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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